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To say I have difficult hair, that would be an understatement. It took me years to
find a hairdresser that understood my mane, but after my first visit to Wakko, I knew I never wanted to go
anywhere else.
To start with: they cut your hair when it’s dry, meaning they respect how your hair flows. They, by the
way, are Fabian (the ‘bald’ one) and Fred.

Then: they’re always in a good mood, even when the salon is full of waiting customers, and they play
sing-along music all day (Madonna, Britney, Cyndi Lauper, etc).
Also: after all those years they know exactly what I want. I can come in, sit down, and know it will be
exactly how I wanted it. (Even though they call me une difficile à cuire (a difficult one to boil), referring
both to my hair needing more time than average to soak up the dye, and my threatening to cry should they
cut it shorter than I asked for).
More: you get a nice cup of coffee, they use top hair products ( Paul Mitchell, Joico, Kevin Murphy, ..)
and are not overpriced.
New address: 1, Place de Dinant, 1000 Brussels
Open from Tuesday until Saturday, between 10.00-18.00 (> 20.00 on Thursday)
11 people like this. Be the first of your
friends.
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